In recent high luminosity colliders, the finite crossing angle scheme becomes popular to gain the multiplicity of luminosity with multi-hunch or long bunch operation. Success of KEKB showed.that it was no problem to achieve the beam-beam parameter up to 0.05. We have studied the beam-beam interactions wittdwithout crossing angle toward higher luminosity. We discuss how the crossing an:. gle affects the beam-beam parameter and luminosity in the present KEK B factory (KEKB) using computer simulations.
INTRODUCTION
High luminosity B factories, KEKB and PEP-11 are operated successfully at KEK and SLAC, respectively. The collision scheme in KEKB was designed so that two beams collide with a finite crossing angle, 2 x 11 mrad, by 2 ns repetition. While head-on collision scheme was adopted in PEP-II by 4 ns repetition. Crossing angle d e s easy a design of interaction region for the narrow bunch spacing. However the crossing collision scheme had been considered to be a taboo, since the unsuccessful experience of DORIS in DESY In KEK, many studies were performed to decide the adoption of the crossing collision scheme [I, 2,3] . KEKB and PEP-I1 have achieved luminosities of 1.06 x and 0.61 x 10% cm-'s-', respectively at May of 2003. Such high luminosities were not believed to be realized when their design works bad started. In recent high luminosity colliders. the crossing angle scheme becomes popular to gain the high repetition of the luminosity.
The luminosities are achieved by a high repetition frequency, which is 113 -114 of the design. The bunches spacing, which is inverse of the repetition frequency, is 8-6 ns and 6 ns for KEKB-and PEP-11, respectively. Narrower bunch spacing does not contribute the luminosity perhaps due to the electron cloud effect in both of the machines. The operating tune is just slightly upper of half integer in horizontal, and is optimized around 0.54-0.56 in vertical.
We review the crossing collision scheme in the point of view of progress toward higher luminosity.
FORMALISM OF COLLISION WITH CROSSING ANGLE
We discuss the beam-beam effects wittdwithout crossing angle using computer simulations. The collision with crossing angle is treated by Lorenz boost to a head-on frame from the laboratory frame [I. 21: i.e., panicles in the beam are transferred to the head on frame, experience Crab cavities create a z-dependent dispersion C.,mob(S). Controlling c z , n o b ( S * ) at the interaction point using the crab cavities, the effective crossing angle, which the beam experiences, can he chosen arbiuary. Head-on collision of the beams with (zz) = 0 is realized by C.,nab = -9 effectively.
We use two simulation models. weak strong and strongstrong models, to study the beam-beam interactions. In the weak-strong model, one beam is fixed Gaussian disuibution in the six dimensional phase space, while the other beam is represented by macro-panicles. Macro-particles are msferred from the laboratory frame to the head-on one using F.q. ( We now consider collision of two beams in the head-on frame. The beam has longitudinal structure, hunch length, The simulation has to take into account of the longitudinal dynamics: bunch length and synchrotron motion. In the weak-strong simulation, we obeyed a method written in Ref. [6] . so-called the synchro-beam map. The target hunch, which is 6-D fixed Gaussian distribution, is divided into several longitudinal slices, and collision between a slice and particle in the weak beam is calculated: The collision p i n t of a slice (2,) and the particle ( z ) is 
The beam envelope is a function of z, therefore the h e mbeam force have a longitudinal kick.
In the strong-strong simulation, similar method is used [71. If we estimate collision between slice by slice at s = (zi -t , ) / 2 , 20-30 slices are needed depending on the beam intensity and the computation time is too long [S, 9, IO] . ' b o dimensional potential, which determines the beam-beam force, is estimated at a collision point frnnt (sf = (zi,, -zj)/2) and back ( s b = (Zi.6 -zj)/2) face of the (i-th) slice containing the particle. The potential of the target slice @(s) is transferred to the collision point of the particle by a linear interpolation, An energy change proportional to a@/az, which is caused by the interaction depending on z. is included in the simulation.
We divided a hunch into 5 to 10 slices. The number of slice required depends on the beam-hem parameter:
i.e., higher beam-beam parameter requires more number of slices, In our parameter region, the simulation results converged the number of slice.
SIMULATION RESULTS
We studied the effect of crossing angle on the beambeam parameter and luminosity for the machine parameters as is shown in Table 1 . In the weak-strong simulation, 100 macro-particles are tracked up to 40,000 turns (lor), and the luminosity was calculated by averaging it during 20.000 through 40,000 turns. In the strong-strong simulation, 100,000 macro-particles are tracked up to 20,000 turns. The luminosity was given by that calculated at the last tuum. The bunch population of elecuons ( N -) in the high energy ring (HER) is scanned 1 x 10" to 1.2 x IO". The transparency condition was kept as N+y+ = N-y-to avoid complex behavior for unbalance of the beams. The beam-heam parameter was calculated by the luminosity,
(9)
where the reduction factor of the luminosity and the beambeam parameter is approximated to he the same. Pictures (a) and (b) were obtained by the weak-strong and strong-strong simulations, respectively. The beam-beam parameters for the head-on collision is remarkable higher than that for the crossing collision in both of the simulation. The beam-beam parameter [ is linearly increase up to over 0.2 in the weak strong simulation, while t is saturated around 0.1-0.12 in the strong-strong simulation.
The heam-beam limit is 0.1 or > 0.2 for the head-on collision. There is somewhat difference of the heam-beam limit for the weak-strong and the strong-strong simulation. E at crossing collision is similar behavior for the both of two simulations: that is, E is saturated around0.06. has loose dependence for the crossing angle. The simulated luminosity is peak stmcture near zero-crossing angle for the simulations. The peak structure of the strong-strong simulation is narrower than that of the weak-strong simulation. 
CONCLUSION
We studied beam-beam effect withlwithout crossing angle using weak-strong and strong-strong simulations. The beam-beam parameter (E) linearly increased more than 0.2 for the current in the weak-strong simulation and was saturated at -0.1 in the strong-strong simulation in the headon collision. While E was saturated at around -0.06 for a finite crossing angle in both of the simulations. In either case, the beam-beam parameter for the head-on collision is much better than that with the crossing angle. Crab cavities, which realize the head-on collision effectively, can be expected to upgrade the luminosity twice or four times.
The luminosity is degraded by various reasons, for example, orbit and optics errors [I 11 . The crossing angle is a kind of optics emr, z dependent dispersion (C). at the collision point. When a murce which degrades the luminosity exists, the two type of simulations, weak-strong and strong-strong. give similar results.
We 
